1st Dam
WORLDLY TREASURE p,2,1:53.1 ($97,923) by Artsplace. 3 wins at 2. At 2, winner Countess Adios S., elim. Sweetheart P., Reynolds Mem.; second in Eternal Cannation P.; third in lag New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands. From 4 previous foals, dam of 4 winners, 1 in 1:48.3, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:58, including:


SHES SOME TREASURE p,3,1:52.9F ($10,746) (Somebeachsomewhere). Winner at 3.

2nd Dam
WORLD ORDER p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:53 ($267,205) by Nihilator. 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Kentucky Sbd. Sale Co. P., elim. Sweetheart P.; second in Final Sweetheart P. At 3, winner Hayes Mem., elim. Miss Lispers S.; third in American-National S., etc. From 14 foals, dam of 7 winners, 1 in 1:50.3, 3 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:


ENCHANTED BEAUTY p,3,1:53 (dam of ART N CHARM p,2,Q2:00f; 3,1:51-$146,789, BETTORIFIC p,3,1:54.2-'17, FAIRTAILE PRINCE p,2,Q1:58.4h; 1:52.3h-$109,743, KING OF DELIGHT p,2,1:55.1f; 3,1:50.3-$384,445, LOVELY ERIN p,3,1:52.2, JOES ON A ROLL p,2,1:57.1h; 3,1:54.2-$277,089, LOVELY SHARK p,2,1:54, grandam of WINDS OF CHANGE p,2,1:51.4f, I'VE GOT THE PEOPLE p,2,1:53.5f, 1:51.4f-$331,506, etc.

ROCKWEILLER p,2,1:58.4h; 3,1:51-$158,790, IVORY DREAM p,2,1:53.1f-'17, IVORY COLLECTION p,2,1:58.2h; 1:53.5f-$276,544, WAR AND PEACE p,3,1:56.3f; 1:52.1f, SIR WESTSIDE Z TAM p,3,1:54.4-'17, CULT ICON p,2,1:53.1f-'17, HIGHER COURT p,2,1:53.1f-1, RAVINIA HANOVER p,2,1:54.1, TALK TIME p,2,1:53.1f-'17, I'VE GOT A FEELING p,2,1:54.2, INDEFINITE LEAVE p,3,1:55.3f; 1:54.2f, IVORY DREAM p,3,1:55.1f; 1:54.3f, Inanothrowerworld (dam of ROLLAROUNDTHETWORLD p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:50.1), Outtathisworld (dam of BEYOND DELIGHT p,2,1:51-$331,506), etc.

Next Dam - RODINE HANOVER p,2,1:54 (Big Towner-ROMONA HANOVER p,2,2:02-4-Dancer Hanover)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS
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